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Abstract
Anxiety is a frequent mood disorder that occurs in females during the menstrual cycle. Little is known on a relation among anxiety, sex hormones and
electroencephalographic signals in females. Although a relation between anxiety and EEG signals has been suggested, it is not known when anxiety starts
to rise and when it falls and which is its relation with the rise and fall of the
EEG and sex hormone signals. This investigation proposes a procedure to calculate the rise and fall of their signals and their frequencies using a short-time
Fourier transform for a long-time period on anteriorly described dataset of
absolute power of brain signals delta, theta, alpha1, alpha2, beta1 and beta2,
estrogen, progesterone and anxiety scores along 28 days of the menstrual
cycle. The comparison of each brain signal with sex hormones and anxiety
signals, revealed that anxiety frequency 3 (every ten days), rose on day 8 and
fell on day 18, a pattern which coincided with estrogen, progesterone and alpha1 frequencies. The estrogens rose on day 1 and fell on day 13, which coincided with delta, alpha1 and alpha2 frequencies, while the progesterone rose
on day 11 and fell on day 25, which coincided with theta, alpha2, beta1 and
beta2 frequencies, extending until the end of the menstrual cycle. When the
anxiety frequency began its fall, the frequencies of alpha2, beta1 and beta2
began to rise between days 15 and 21. The proposed method allowed understanding that the anxiety associated with the menstrual cycle coincides with
the rise and fall of frequencies of sex hormones and EEG signals. This procedure can be applied to analyze severe anxiety disorders and conduct to the
provision of the appropriate treatment.
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1. Introduction
Numerous studies have reported changes in mood and affective disorders, including aggression, hostility, depression, irritability and anxiety, mainly during
the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle (Bäckström et al., 2003; Gonda et al.,
2008; Reed, Levin, & Evans, 2008; Romans, Clarkson, Einstein, Petrovic, & Stewart, 2012). It is estimated that menstrual symptoms are highly prevalent in 73%
of women between 15 and 45 years of age and that these symptoms can have a
significant impact on daily living, cognition and interpersonal relationships
(Dueñas et al., 2011; Dennerstein, Lehert, & Heinemann, 2012; Hantsoo & Epperson, 2015). Furthermore, there is evidence that some women during the luteal phase of the cycle show an increase in the perception of stressful events
(Woods et al., 1998; Ossewaarde et al., 2010) and in overall stress levels (Girdler,
Straneva, Light, Pedersen, & Morrow, 2001; Ossewaarde et al., 2013), which are
likely due to hormonal influence (van Wingen et al., 2008).
It has been suggested that the increase in anxiety may be related to fluctuations in sex hormones during the menstrual cycle (Le Mellédo & Baker, 2004;
Sigmon, Whitcomb-Smith, Rohan, & Kendrew, 2004; Nillni, Toufexis, & Rohan,
2011). Many hypotheses about the etiology have been proposed, including the
action of estrogens (ter Horst, 2010; Pfaff et al., 2000; Katzenellenbogen et al.,
2000), increased levels of estradiol and progesterone (Redei & Freeman, 1995;
Ford, Lethaby, Roberts, & Mol, 2012), and an increase in allopregnanolone during the luteal phase (Bäckström et al., 2014). However, some studies have not
found abnormalities in the release of gonadotropins, gonadal steroids or androgens in women suffering from premenstrual symptoms (Schmidt, Purdy, Moore,
Jr. Paul, & Rubinow, 1994; Blum et al., 2004). For this reason, the implementation of new analytical tools seems to be required in the search to clarify the relationship between the action of hormones during the menstrual cycle and anxiety, usually through the analysis of electroencephalographic activity (EEG). EEG
is a recording of the rhythmical electrical activity of the brain that is thought to
derive from extracellular current flow associated with summated postsynaptic
potentials in synchronously activated, pyramidal cells that are perpendicular to
the cortical surface (Holmes & Khazipov, 2007; Lopes da Silva, 2010; Jackson &
Bolger, 2014).
EEG measures the electrical cortical activity in the brain, with high temporal
resolution, it provides a direct measure of the present functional state of the
brain and of its different levels of arousal (Buzsáki, 2006). Resting EEG contains
abundant information predictive of performance on several cognitive tasks (Basar & Güntekin, 2008; Solís-Ortiz, Guevara, & Corsi-Cabrera, 2004). Moreover,
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the EEG technique enables the analyze of the effects of sex hormones during the
menstrual cycle (Solís-Ortiz, Ramos, Arce, Guevara, & Corsi-Cabrera, 1994) and
anxiety level (Solís-Ortiz & Corsi-Cabrera, 2002).
Human EEG signals at rest oscillate in women depending on the phases of the
menstrual cycle. For instance, EEG power is higher during the luteal phase and
lower during the premenstrual and menstrual phases (Solís-Ortiz, Ramos, Arce,
Guevara, & Corsi-Cabrera, 1994; Becker, Creutzfeldt, Schwibbe, & Wuttke, 1982;
Vasil’eva, 2005), while the degree of coupling between the hemispheres takes
longer in the luteal phase of the cycle (Hausmann, Hamm, Waldie, & Kirk,
2013). Furthermore, progesterone influences the interhemispheric decoupling in
the luteal phase of the cycle (Hausmann & Güntürkün, 2008), and estradiol reduces brain asymmetry in the follicular phase of the cycle (Weis et al., 2008).
Some studies have suggested that EEG activity at rest is related with anxiety.
Delta-beta bands were correlated with anxiety states (Putman, 2011), based on
an increased engagement of the delta-beta bands in the orbitofrontal regions and
in the anterior cingulate cortex, a phenomenon that has been observed during
states of anxiety (Knyazev, 2011). Similarly, a correlation with alpha bands in
patients with anxiety has also been observed (Cornelius, Schultz, Brenner, Soloff,
& Ulrich, 1988). Furthermore, the changes in the levels of anxiety experienced
by young women during the menstrual cycle are correlated with a specific profile
of EEG activity, although there are few extant studies that have focused on this
correlation. That said, there are studies that have found high scores for anxiety
during the luteal phase compared with the ovulatory phase of the cycle and that
have determined that these scores are negatively correlated with theta activity in
the left hemisphere and positively correlated with delta, alpha and beta bands in
the right hemisphere (Solís-Ortiz & Corsi-Cabrera, 2002). Additionally, studies
have found that premenstrual symptoms induced a negative asymmetry in the
alpha band of the frontal region during the luteal phase of the cycle (Baehr, Rosenfeld, Miller, & Baehr, 2004).
The use of Fourier transform has been extensively used in the analysis of periodic signals in several branches of physics, engineering and biological systems
(Bracewell, 1986). Since digital computers appeared, the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) has been the unique procedure to compute a Fourier Transform in a numerical and approximate form. For the case of brain signals, there is evidence
that cyclic variations in somatic, behavioral and affective symptoms in women
are temporarily linked to the menstrual cycle, and useful information can be extracted through FFT (Solís-Ortiz, Ramos, Arce, Guevara, & Corsi-Cabrera, 1994;
Solís-Ortiz, Pérez-Luque, & Gutiérrez-Muñoz, 2012).
In a previous study, we reported the application of a new method of analysis
of the EEG signals in a long-time period, namely the entire menstrual cycle, we
were able to determine coincident frequencies, and relative phases among brain
activity and hormonal signals during the menstrual cycle (Solís-Ortiz, Campos,
Felix, & Obregón, 2009). Since this method is based on an ordinary Fourier
Transform of one variable, it cannot be used to determine when the signals beDOI: 10.4236/psych.2019.107068
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gin and end. In the present study, we present and make use of a short-time
Fourier transform method, which provides the frequency of the signal of interest
and determines the days when these signals rise and fall. This continuous transformation, called the Gabor transform, which is a short-time Fourier transform
very used in time-frequency analysis, can be converted into a discrete short-time
Fourier transform by the use of a quadrature with the zeros of the Hermite polynomials as abscissas. In contrast with the usual discrete Fourier transform, this
algorithm, predicts more accurately the correct spectrum. We focus on the anxiety signals and its relation with the EEG and the sex hormone signals during
the menstrual cycle allowing to identify overlapping regions on the frequency
space.
Although a correlation between anxiety and EEG activity during the menstrual cycle has been suggested (Solís-Ortiz & Corsi-Cabrera, 2002), it is not
known when anxiety starts to rise and when it falls and which is its relations
with the rise and fall of the EEG and sex hormone signals if they coincide or how
they differ with that of the anxiety. The aim of this study was to determine the
anxiety frequencies, EEG spectrum frequencies and sex hormone frequencies,
and more relevant, when the rise and fall of these frequencies begins and ends
during the menstrual cycle and which of them rice or fall approximately together
or have an intermediate on opposite behavior.

2. Methods
2.1. Participants
The current research employed a dataset of young females and the variations of
their anxiety scores (Solís-Ortiz & Corsi-Cabrera, 2002), estrogen and progesterone levels during the menstrual cycle previously reported (Solís-Ortiz, Ramos,
Arce, Guevara, & Corsi-Cabrera, 1994) to illustrate the new method presented
here. Briefly, 9 healthy female volunteers aged between 20 and 34 years (mean =
27.11, SD = 4.45) take part in a repeated measures study. The participants were
university students selected on account of their regular menstrual cycles (28 days
± 2). None of the females were taking any kind of medicine, nor hormonal regimen or manifested acute signs of premenstrual syndrome at the time of the investigation. The factors of convenience and availability guided the selection of
the participants.

2.2. EEG Recording
The actual investigation also used the same dataset of EEG recording of young
females and the variations of their anxiety scores previously reported (Solís-Ortiz &
Corsi-Cabrera, 2002) to exemplify the novel method displayed here. Briefly, a
total of 90 sessions of resting-state EEG were recorded in the 9 females with their
eyes closed, 10 in each female, three times a week on every second day, at the
same time of the day (beginning at 0900 h and ending at 1000 h). EEG recordings stated at the females own convenience, thus the day of menstruation of difDOI: 10.4236/psych.2019.107068
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ferent females were randomly distributed over the sessions. The electrodes were
placed according to the International 10 - 20 system at F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, O1
and O2, referred to ipsilateral earlobes. EEG was recorded on a Grass model 16E
polygraph set to pass frequencies between 1 and 35 Hz. EEG was captured in a
PC computer at sampling rate of 128 Hz and was analyzed off-line. The stored
EEG signals were segmented into non-overlapping 2.048 s epochs and were carefully inspected offline to eliminate artifacts and were excluded from the analysis.
The free-epoch average of each subject from the resting-state EEG (Möcks & Gasser, 1984) was fast Fourier transformed (FFT) (Bracewell, 1986). Using traditional
definitions of bands for characterizing EEG frequency spectra of the normal
EEG of a waking adult (Niedermeyer, 2004; Davidson, Jackson, & Larson, 2000)
the absolute power (Hz) was obtained for the following bands: delta, 0.5 - 4.0 Hz;
theta, 4.0 - 8.0 Hz; alpha1, 8.0 - 11.0 Hz; alpha2, 11.0 - 14.0 Hz; beta1, 14.0 - 25.0
Hz; and beta2, 25.0 - 30.0 Hz, according to the software parameters of clinical
use, using quantitative EEG analysis (American EEG Society, 1987; Fisch, 1999;
Niedermeyer, 2004). The resulting values were then averaged over all epochs for
each period of the cycle and for each subject. The absolute power of the brain
signals, as the EEG recording delivered them, was obtained during days 1, 3, 7, 8,
13, 14, 20, 21, 24 and 25, thus corresponding to a cycle.

2.3. Evaluation of Anxiety
The present investigation also employed a dataset of anxiety scores from the females obtained before of 90 sessions of resting-state EEG recording across of the
menstrual cycle previously reported (Solís-Ortiz & Corsi-Cabrera, 2002), to establish their link with hormonal levels and EEG activity. Briefly, anxiety was
evaluated through self-report using the State Anxiety Inventory (STAI) (Speilberg,
Gorsush, & Lushene, 1970) in a standardized version for the Mexican population
(Speilberg, Martínez-Urrutia, González-Reigosa, Nalacio, & Díaz-Guerrero,
1980). This scale, which consists of 40 questions with four possible responses,
evaluates feelings of apprehension, tension, nervousness and worry. The STAI
clearly differentiates between the temporary condition of state anxiety and the
more general and long-standing quality of trait anxiety. In the current investigation, only the state anxiety condition was considered. The scores obtained were
averaged and processed to obtain anxiety frequencies according to the method
presented and used in this study.

2.4. Hormones
The current study also employed a dataset of estrogen and progesterone levels in
serum obtained before starting the sessions of EEG across of the menstrual cycle
previously reported (Solís-Ortiz, Campos, Felix, & Obregón, 2009; Solís-Ortiz &
Corsi-Cabrera, 2002). The serum hormone levels were employed to confirm the
hormone levels during the menstrual cycle and to establish relations with EEG
frequencies and anxiety frequencies. These hormone levels were averaged and
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2019.107068
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processed to obtain hormone frequencies according to the method described in
the current investigation.

2.5. Short-Time Fourier Transform
An omnipresent tool in data analysis is the Fourier transform. The set of data
obtained in laboratory tests on a particular variable or signal, for instance EEGs,
hormone levels, blood pressure, and so on, can be analyzed by this tool to find
recurrence patterns in space or in time as well as the frequencies of the periodic
components of the signal. The Fourier transform F(ω) of the time-dependent
signal u(t) is defined by
∞

f (ω ) = ∫−∞ eiωt u ( t ) dt ,

(1)

On sometimes it is necessary to know not only the main frequencies but the
particular times on which the associated periodic components come in on or
leave the signal. This can be done by using a modified Fourier transform called
short-time Fourier transform which takes the form
∞

g ( t , ω ) = ∫ eiωt e

− ( t −τ )

−∞

2

2

u (τ ) dτ ,

(2)

In this form, this integral transform is also known as the Gabor transform.
This transform depends on ω as well as on t. Therefore, we can say that this tool,
being a Fourier transform, gives information on the frequencies of the periodic
components of the signal along the time. In other words, it renders a map of
frequency against time, where the time on which a particular component rise or
fall in the signal can be found. These maps of frequency against time are called
spectrograms and they have been widely used in many scientific areas (for examples see Hadjidimitriou & Hadjileontiadis, 2012; Motoyama et al., 2007; Sussillo, Kundaje, & Anastassiou, 2004; Roy, Montrsor, Abraham, & Saumet, 1999;
Wollemann & Olaszy, 1977). According to Equation (2), the discrete time dependence of a spectrogram can be obtained by computing the Fourier transforms of the functions
vk (τ ) = e

− ( tk −τ )

2

2

u (τ ) ,

(3)

for k = 1, 2, …, N, where tk is the time at which the signal u(tk) is sampled. Now,
to compute the numerical Fourier transform of these functions, we use the XFT,
a new algorithm (Campos, Rico-Melgoza, & Chavez, 2012), which improves the
well-known Fast Fourier Transform in the sense that its error is of order O(1/N)
where N are the number of zeros for the Hermite polynomial. Thus, in contrast
to the well known algorithms, this new FFT is able to compute the spectrum for
larger periods than the usual FFT with better accuracy and lower number of operations. A version of this algorithm for handling few points has been used
elsewhere (Campos & Figueroa, 2011). The XFT has a logarithmic complexity of

O(N LogN) which allows to calculate the spectrum as faster as the Fourier
transform (Campos & Figueroa, 2011). This is the algorithm used to compute
the transform (see Equation (2)) and thus, to generate the spectrograms conDOI: 10.4236/psych.2019.107068
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cerning the EEG, hormone levels and anxiety in this work. Next, we review
briefly how to use the XFT. The interested reader can consult a more detailed
description elsewhere (Solís-Ortiz, Campos, Felix, & Obregón, 2009; Campos,
Rico-Melgoza, & Chavez, 2012; Campos & Figueroa, 2011). Let us denote by Vn
the vector formed with the N samples of the signal v(t) evaluated at the equidistant times
 π 
=
tn 
 ( 2n − N − 1) ,
 2 2N 

(4)

i.e., Vn = v(tn). According to the XFT, an approximation F = (F1, F2, …, FN)T to
the scaled Fourier transform F(aω) where a = 4/π, evaluated at the equidistant
points. The scaled frequency can be obtained by

π

Fj =

2N

e

 ( N −1)2 N −1

iπ 
−
( j −1) 
 2N
N



fft (V )

j′

(5)

Here, Fj approximates to the Fourier transform F(ω) evaluated at the scaled
frequency aωj, i.e.,
F j ≅ f ( aω j ) ,

(6)

and fft (V ) stands for the output of any standard FFT algorithm applied to the
vector whose elements are given by

vn = e

− iπ

N −1
n
N

v ( tn ) ,

(7)

This algorithm is based on the approximation of a square-integrable function
by linear combinations of discrete Hermite functions (Campos, Rico-Melgoza, &
Chavez, 2012). Because of this, it gives accurate results for the computation of
the Fourier transform of rapidly decreasing functions evaluated at the frequencies ωj. Therefore, according to the above results, to compute an approximation
to the short-time Fourier transform shown in Equation (2) of a set of N samples
of a signal u(t) we give the following pseudo code:
INPUT: tk and U = ( u ( t1 ) , u ( t2 ) , , u ( tn ) ) T
OUTPUT: Fk = ( F1k , F2 k , , FNk ) T
1) Get N

2) Set the equidistant points
 π 
=
tn 
 ( 2n − N − 1) for n = 1, 2, …, N
 2 2N 

3) Set the modified spectral function

Vn = e

− iπ

(t −t )
N −1
n − k n
N
2

e

2

u ( tn ) for n = 1, 2, …, N

4) Set the fft of the modified function
5) Obtain Fk

Fn =

DOI: 10.4236/psych.2019.107068
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Usually, a signal is sampled at arbitrary equidistant points. Therefore, some
processing on these data has to be made in order to apply this algorithm. If the
signal is periodic, as in our case, the easiest processing is to interpolate the data
with trigonometric functions and then to evaluate this interpolation at the
asymptotic Hermite zeros shown in Equation (4).
Before going further we give an example. Assume that the signal is given by
t < −15
 8sin (1.5t )

=
f ( t )  20sin ( 4.5t ) −15 < t < 20
12sin (12.5t )
t > 20


(8)

This signal is composed of three functions: a component of frequency 1.5
which falls at t = −15, a second component, of frequency 4.5, that rises at t = −15
and falls at t = 20 and a third component, of frequency 2.5, that rises at t = 20.
Note that the Fourier transform (see Equation (1)) of this signal, computed by
using the XFT and shown in Figure 1, retrieves the three frequencies of the
components composing this signal, however, there is nothing about the times of
rise and fall of the components. To know, to some extent, the time on which a
specific component is switched on or off we can use the Gabor transform (see
Equation (2)). Figure 2 shows the output of this calculation. Note that in this
case the times of rise and fall are more precise than the values of the frequencies.

Figure 1. Fourier transform of the function given by Equation (8).

Figure 2. Spectrogram of the Equation (8) obtained with the Gabor transform (see Equation (2)). The red lines are centered at the frequencies 1.5, 2.5 and 4.5 respectively, and
the cyan lines are centered at the times of rise and fall.
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2019.107068
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This is due to the uncertainty principle. For analysis, particularly for coincident
frequencies, it was considered values greater than 0.20 in the y axis, as a criterion
to facilitate proper interpretation.

2.6. Statistical Analysis
In the current study, the statistical analysis used to establish the comparisons
was previously reported (Solís-Ortiz & Corsi-Cabrera, 2002). Briefly, to perform
this analysis, it was employed STATISTICA for Windows 8 (StatSolf, Inc.). A
way ANOVAs for repeated measures designs was computed with 10 recording
days as factor separately for each band (delta, theta, alpha1, alpha2, beta1 and
beta2). Post hoc comparisons between means were made using Tukey test. Since
anxiety scores did not show normal distribution, Friedman test for repeated
measures was computed with all anxiety scores, estrogen and progesterone levels
measured during the 90 sessions, 10 in each woman. Post hoc comparisons between median were made using Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test. In all cases a p <
0.05 was considered as significant.

3. Results
3.1. EEG Spectrum and Menstrual Cycle
The results reported previously (Solís-Ortiz & Corsi-Cabrera, 2002) showed that
the ANOVA analysis revealed significant main effects for delta (F(9) = 2.38, p =
0.01), theta (F(9) = 1.99, p = 0.03), alpha1 (F(9) = 3.09, p = 0.002), alpha2 (F(9)
= 5.44, p = 0.001), beta1 (F(9) = 3.06, p = 0.002) and beta2 (F(2) = 2.61, p =
0.006) bands at alpha = 9.95, indicating that women differed in the absolute
power of their EEG and that the differences varied by band during the 10 days of
the menstrual cycle.

3.2. Anxiety
The previously described outcome (Solís-Ortiz & Corsi-Cabrera, 2002) indicated
that although anxiety scores were within the normal range, comparisons between means demonstrated that anxiety levels were higher during the luteal
phase of the menstrual cycle (t = 2.26, p = 0.02) compared to ovulation. Even so,
anxiety scores transformed into frequencies revealed relevant information which
is described below.

3.3. Hormones
The previously described outcome (Solís-Ortiz, Campos, Felix, & Obregón,
2009) indicated that the estrogen levels of participants displayed significantly
change over the menstrual cycle (X2(9) = 74.08, p = 0.001). Comparisons post
hoc demonstrated that estrogen levels were higher during the days 14 of the
menstrual cycle (t = −34.29, p = 0.001) compared with the day 1of menstruation,
when the estrogen levels are lower. The progesterone levels of females displayed
significantly change over the menstrual cycle (X2(9) = 79.70, p = 0.001). ComDOI: 10.4236/psych.2019.107068
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parisons post hoc revealed that progesterone levels were higher during the days
21 of the menstrual cycle (t = 109.04, p = 0.001) compared with the day 1of
menstruation, when the progesterone levels are lower.

3.4. Coincident Frequencies
The figures show the dominant frequencies in the hormone level signals (progesterone and estrogens) and anxiety signal followed by the main frequencies of
the averaged absolute power of the brain signals during the menstrual cycle.
The colored peaks are centered at 1, 2, 3 or 4. This means a frequency of one a
month, a frequency of 2 a 1/2 month, a frequency of 3 a 1/3 month and frequency 4 a 1/4 month, respectively. The dominant frequencies occur at the higher peak.
In all cases, frequency 1 was not considered for analysis because this frequency
occurs every month. The intensity values on the y-axis, as shown in Figure 1
and Figure 2, were normalized.
The anxiety exhibited a frequency of 3, that is, it occurred every ten days
(Figure 3). The progesterone, theta, alpha1, alpha2, beta1 and beta2 also exhibited a frequency of 3. The progesterone, estrogens, delta, alpha1 and alpha2 exhibited a frequency of 2, that is, they occurred every 14 days. The estrogens, delta, theta, beta1 and beta2 exhibited a frequency of 4, which indicates that they
occurred every seven days (Figure 4). This figure also presents a visual depiction
of anxiety (green) with respect to the frequencies of progesterone, estrogens,
delta, theta, alpha1, alpha2, beta1 and beta2, thus revealing the coincidence of
anxiety with these frequencies. Upon examination of this figure, it is evident that
anxiety frequency 3 coincides with frequency 3 s of progesterone, theta, alpha1,
alpha2, beta1 and beta2.

3.5. Spectrograms
Spectrogram analyses reveal the rise and fall of frequencies during the 28-day
period. In Figure 5, which presents the results of the anxiety signal and the
hormone signals from spectrograms, the signals that occur first in the 28-day
period can be detected.

Figure 3. Principal frequencies of the intensity of anxiety over a period of 28 days. Anxiety frequency 1 corresponds to 28 days, anxiety frequency 2 corresponds to 14 days, anxiety frequency 3 corresponds to 10 days and anxiety frequency 4 corresponds to 7 days.
Note that anxiety exhibited the relevant frequency of 3.
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2019.107068
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Figure 4. Principal frequencies of the spectrum of anxiety compared with those of the
progesterone and brain signals. Anxiety is plotted in green. For delta and estrogen the
frequency 3 relevant of anxiety is not present. The frequency 1is present in most of these
signals and it corresponds to the menstrual cycle. The rest of the frequencies, 2, 3 and 4,
correspond to 14, 10, and 7 days, respectively.

DOI: 10.4236/psych.2019.107068
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Figure 5. Spectrograms of anxiety, progesterone and estrogen showing the rise and fall of
the principal frequencies of each of these signals over a period of 28 days.

Figure 6 displays the spectrograms of the brain signals. To better understand
the rise and fall of frequencies in these spectrograms, Figure 7 depicts the frequencies 2, 3 and 4 with the colors green, yellow and blue, respectively. This
helps to indicate when the frequencies began to rise and when they fell for each
of the three signals anxiety, hormones and brain signals. Anxiety frequency 3
rose on day 8 and fell on day 18 of the cycle. Around this same time period, frequencies 2 and 4 of estrogens, frequencies 2 and 3 of delta, and frequencies 2 and
3 of alpha1 began to rise between days 1and 5 and fall between days 10 and 15.
Anxiety frequency 3 is also partially coincident with the rise of frequencies 2 and
3 of progesterone and with frequencies 3 and 4 of theta, which began to rise between days 10 and 15 and fall between days 21 and 25.
When anxiety frequency 3 began its fall (near day 18), frequency 2 of progesterone and frequencies 3 and 4 of theta continued their rise until falling between days 22 and 25 of the cycle. Furthermore, frequencies 2 and 3 of alpha2
and frequencies 3 and 4 of beta1 and beta2 began to rise between days 15 and 21
and fell between days 25 and 28. Only frequency 2 of alpha2 continued to rise
until its fall on day 7.

4. Discussion
The analysis of the 90 EEG records made in this study for each signal shows, for
the first time, that anxiety frequency exhibited coincident frequencies with estrogen and progesterone as well as with EEG frequencies and that this anxiety
frequency was also related with the rise and fall of estrogen, progesterone and
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2019.107068
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Figure 6. Spectrograms of the brain signals showing the rise and fall of the principal frequencies; delta, theta, alpha1, alpha2, beta1and beta2 during the menstrual cycle.

Figure 7. Time-line of the rise and fall of EEG frequencies, anxiety, estrogen and progesterone during the menstrual cycle.

EEG frequencies during a menstrual cycle. To obtain these results a short-time
Fourier transformation was applied. The result seems to indicate the degree to
which certain brain signals couple with specific sex hormones and anxiety during a 28-day period. Some studies have reported that anxiety was minimal around
ovulation, gradually increased soon after ovulation, and reached its maximum
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2019.107068
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during the last five days of the luteal phase before, diminishing once again (Nillni, Toufexis, & Rohan, 2011; Solís-Ortiz & Corsi-Cabrera, 2002). Our results, derived from the application of the method presented herein, contributes to add
new information about the rise and fall as well as the coincident frequencies of
the various hormones, levels of anxiety and EEG spectrum. In the cases presented here, anxiety frequency 3, which occurred every ten days, rose on day 8
and fell on day 18 of the cycle. Around this same period, the frequencies of estrogens, delta, and alpha1, began to rise between days 1 and 5 and fall between
days 10 and 15. These results indicate that anxiety frequency 3 begins to emerge
short after the physiological levels of estrogen begin to rise, reaching their highest peak near day 14 of the ovulatory phase of the cycle, while progesterone begins to emerge close to day 14 and reaches its elevated peak around day 21, in
the early luteal phase of the regular menstrual cycle. Fluctuations in estrogen
during the menstrual cycle affect EEG activity in young women (Solís-Ortiz,
Ramos, Arce, Guevara, & Corsi-Cabrera, 1994) and also affect anxiety
(Solís-Ortiz & Corsi-Cabrera, 2002). Estrogen functions as a multipurpose brain
messenger that can interact with the neurotransmitter system in critical brain
nuclei and can facilitate function via gene expression and transmitter-gated ion
channels. Estrogen action is mediated through estrogen receptors α and β, which
are widely distributed throughout the brain (Ostlund, Keller, & Hurd, 2003).
Receptors for estrogen have been localized in the amygdala, a region sensitive to
estrogen, and therefore, the amygdala might play a role in anxiety (ter Horst,
2010), in accordance with our results. The partial coincidences of the periods of
anxiety frequency with those of the frequencies of delta and alpha found in the
present study suggest a state of low cerebral activation related to estrogens. The
influence of estrogens in the nervous system and on mood have been noted in
several studies (Albert, Pruessner, & Newhouse, 2015; Toffoletto, Lanzenberger,
Gingnell, Sundstrom-Poromaa, & Comasco, 2014; Bayer, Schultz, Gamer, &
Sommer, 2014; Wise, 2002) that have suggested an anxiolytic action of estrogens.
A study using brain imaging techniques demonstrated significant differences in
the activation of arousal circuitry in adult women with attenuation during ovulation and increased activation during the early follicular menstrual cycle phase
(Goldstein et al., 2005). In our study, when the anxiety frequency rose, the frequency of estrogen and the slow frequencies of brain activity also increased,
perhaps to mitigate the effects of anxiety on brain activity.
Interestingly, our results also showed that the anxiety frequency 3 exhibited a
profile that nearly coincides with the dominant frequency 3 of progesterone,
theta and alpha1. The spectrograms reveal that anxiety frequency 3 was also partially coincident with the rise in the frequencies of progesterone and with the
frequencies of theta, which began to rise between days 10 and 15 and then fell
between days 21 and 25. These findings are supported with evidence about the
effects of progesterone on the brain. Accumulated evidence indicates that progesterone induces negative moods that are most likely mediated via the action of
the progesterone metabolites binding to the GABAA receptor complex, thereby
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potentiating GABAergic inhibitory mechanisms and inhibiting the inhibitory
neurons that may promote disinhibition and, hence, excitability (Majewska &
Schwartz, 1987; Eser, Baghai, Schüle, Nothdurfter, & Rupprecht, 2008; Birzniece
et al., 2006; Wang, 2011). The modulation of the GABAA receptor by progesterone and its metabolite at low concentrations induces moderate to severe adverse mood changes (Bäckström et al., 2011), while high concentrations may act
as an anxiolytic (Bitran, Purdy, & Kellogg, 1993) or sedative agent (van Broekhoven et al., 2007). Theta activity, which is involved in the emotional regulation
(Niedermeyer, 2004; Knyazev, 2007; Cornwell, Arkin, Overstreet, Carver, &
Grillon, 2012), may reflect the anxiolytic effects attributed to progesterone.
Our results also show that, when the anxiety frequency began to fall (near day
18), frequency 2 of progesterone and the frequencies of theta continued until
their fall between days 22 and 25 of the cycle. During this brief period, it has
been determined that the physiological levels of progesterone are initially high
and then begin to decrease. These frequency brain profiles obtained here could
reflect anxiolytic effects of progesterone (van Wingen, Ossewaarde, Bäckström,
Hermans, & Fernández, 2011) as it has been suggested that higher concentrations
of progesterone/allopregnanolone in women decrease amygdala activity, similar
to that observed during benzodiazepine treatment, which exhibited calming anxiolytic effects (Eser, Baghai, Schüle, Nothdurfter, & Rupprecht, 2008). In addition, in the current investigation the anxiety frequency 3 also coincided with the
frequency 3 of alpha2, beta1 and beta2, but in contrast, these frequencies rose
when the anxiety frequency began to fall (on day 18). Specifically, the spectrograms calculated here revealed that the frequencies of alpha2 and the frequencies
of beta1 and beta2 began to rise between days 15 and 21 and fell between days 25
and 28. These profiles could reflect the paradoxical activating effects of neuroactive steroids related with progesterone metabolites and their action on neuronal
excitability (Bäckström et al., 2011), and they may also reflect the withdrawal
syndrome caused by the sudden drop in progesterone (Majewska & Schwartz,
1987; Löfgren, Johansson, Meyerson, Turkmen, & Bäckström, 2009). Some studies have found high power of fast activity associated with arousal (Steriade, 2004),
anxiety (Solís-Ortiz & Corsi-Cabrera, 2002; Putman, 2011; Knyazev, 2011) emotional reactivity (Tumyalis & Aftanas, 2014) and depression in females (Solís-Ortiz,
Pérez-Luque, & Pacheco-Zavala, 2012), suggesting increased emotive arousal. A
study demonstrated significant increased amygdala reactivity during the luteal
phase of the menstrual cycle in women with premenstrual dysphoric disorder
and high scores on trait anxiety (Gingnell, Morell, Bannbers, Wikström, &
Sundström-Poromaa, 2012).
The findings of the present study have some implications for clinical practice.
Some women may be prone to manifest symptoms of anxiety probably due to
hormonal influence and other factors that confer risk to anxiety. The proposed
method could have important therapeutic implications. Specific treatments targeted and modifying brain activity could be developed, especially for those indiDOI: 10.4236/psych.2019.107068
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viduals who do not respond well to conventional treatment. Pharmacological
and/or psychological treatments should take into account that anxiety induces
changes in EEG signals and that they coincide with sex hormones.

5. Conclusion
In the present work, we used a new algorithm that predicts accurately the correct
spectrum of brain signals. The present findings demonstrate for the first time,
with relation to women, that the frequency of anxiety coincides with some frequencies of sex hormones and EEG. More interesting the rise and fall of anxiety
frequency coincide and can relate with the rise and fall of the EEG spectrum and
sex hormones. These results were possible by means of our proposal of considering and analyzing these signals in a long-time period, namely the menstrual
cycle; for this purpose, a novel and appropriate analytical tool was introduced.
This methodology could be useful as a diagnostic tool for severe anxiety disorders.
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